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ABSTRACT

We present 29SiMAS-NMR spectroscopic data for a series of synthetic feldspar samples
along the join CaAI2Si20g-SrAI2Si20g, from which the composition dependence and cou-
pling of order parameters describing Si-Al order and the triclinic-monoclinic displacive
transition were determined. Spectra of SrAl2Si20s contain narrow peaks for the two crys-
tallographic Si sites, plus additional peaks for Si having three and two Al nearest neighbors,
indicating the presence of approximately 0.14 AI-O-Al linkages per formula unit and a
value of (J = 0.93 for the short-range order parameter. For the triclinic feldspar samples,
short-range Si-Al order increases continuously with Sr content from (J = 0.89(3) for
CaAl2Si20s to 0.97(1) for Sro8oCao2oAl2Si20sbut then decreases discontinuously to 0.93(2)
for the monoclinic samples, Sro85Cao15Al2Si20sto SrAI2Si20g. The variation of peak posi-
tions with composition is consistent with a structural phase transition near Sr085Ca015
Al2Si20s from I I to /2/c. The order parameter for this displacive transition is reflected by
the chemical shift of the Tlmz crystallographic site, and its composition dependence gives
an order-parameter critical exponent of 13 = 0.49(2), indicating classical second-order
behavior.

INTRODUCTION

A complete solid solution exists for feldspar between
the compositions CaAl2Si20s (anorthite) and SrAI2Si208,
althoug~ at ambient conditions _the symmetry changes
from PI for pure anorthite to II for intermediate com-
positions to /2/c for SrAI2Si20g. Recently, McGuinn and
Redfern (1994) have shown that the variation in the lat-
tice parameters across this compositional join corre-
sponds to a ferroelastic triclinic-to-monoclinic phase tran-
sition from space group II to /2/c near the composition
Sros6Cao14Al2Si20s at room temperature. Some questions
remained from the XRD study regarding the variation in
the state of Si-AI order with composition and the coupling
of the ferroelastic strains to those resulting from Si-AI
disorder, providing the motivation for the present work.

Of particular interest is the possibility that the Il-/2/c
displacive transiti~n may couple strongly to changes in
Si-AI order. The Il-/2/c transition is thought to be truly
ferroelastic, driven by softening of the critical elastic con-
stants (Dove and Redfern 1997). Because the monoclinic
and triclinic phases are both body centered, they may
both entertain varying degrees of Si-Al order (completely
disordered equivalents have symmetry C2/m and Cl).
Tribaudino et al. (1993) investigated the effect of chang-
ing long-range Si-AI order on the /2/c-Il transition and
showed that the critical temperature (TJ was lowered for
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more disordered samples. Furthermore, they suggested
that samples with a lower long-range order parameter,

Qod' showed a transition that tended toward being first
order at more calcic compositions. Room-temperature
TEM observations of an intermediate strontium-calcium
feldspar have revealed a change of microstructure as an-
nealing time (and therefore QOd)increases (Tribaudino et
al. 1995). The microstructure of samples annealed for
short periods contains only Carlsbad growth twins, char-
acteristic of monoclinic feldspar. Longer annealing pro-
duces more ordered samples that display higher temper-
atures for the monoclinic-triclinic transition. As the
sample becomes triclinic, a ferroelastic microstructure de-
velops. When the degree of ordering produced a sample
for which Tc was close to room-temperature, grains of
both monoclinic and triclinic material were observed, ap-
parently indicating the first-order nature of the transition.
Although the possibility of chemical inhomogeneity with-
in the samples was not addressed in their study, this factor
may also be expected to make the transition apparently
first order.

McGuinn and Redfern (1994) noted that the two tri-
clinic strains e4 and eo (corresponding essentially to
changes in cos a* and cos "/, respectively) do not behave
identically below the phase transition. Although e4 may
be thought of as the primary order parameter and behaves
according to a mean-field second-order process, eo does
not scale in the same way with composition below the
transition, increasing more rapidly with increasing Ca


